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All Made in Japan
Launch of Isolation Gowns at the End of June
Designed considering expert opinions

Oji Holdings Corporation (President: Masatoshi Kaku; Headquarters: Chuo-ku, Tokyo; hereinafter “Oji Holdings”)
hereby announces that Oji Nepia Co., Ltd. (President: Hiroyuki Yomei; Headquarters: Chuo-ku, Tokyo), an
affiliated company of Oji Holdings, has decided to launch isolation gowns designed considering the opinions of
infectious disease experts.
Ribbed cuffs are attached to the isolation gowns, fitting to the wrists more closely while preventing them from
turning with movement. The gowns are hemmed below the knee to avoid adhesion onto clothing underneath when
bending down to carry out work, and to minimize the risk of infection. The non-woven fabric used for the gowns
will be produced at the Oji Nepia Nagoya Mill.
<Overview>
1. Recommended retail price: Open
2.

Launch date: Start of shipment is due at the end of June

3.

Client: Medical health and welfare institutions
They will also be available on the official online store
“nepia Ginza Store.”
URL: https://shop.e-nepia.com/shop/default.aspx
Note: The date of release on the official online store
is unconfirmed because the priority is given to medical health
and welfare institutions.

<Product Features>
1. Highly elastic ribbed cuffs.
Cuffs fit to the wrists perfectly while preventing them from
turning with movement.
2.

Long length offers adequate protection.

3. Three-dimensional pattern ensures comfort.
4.

Easy-to-pull strings made with non-woven fabric enable quick
undressing.

5. Made with Oji Nepia’s non-woven fabric that has superior
water-repellent and water-resistant properties.
6. The entire process, from material procurement to sewing, will take place in Japan.
Contact
Yuki Kojima
Personal Care Production Division., Oji Nepia Co.,Ltd.
Phone：+81-3-3248-3687

E-mail： :kojima0330yuh＠oji-gr.com
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